Hey Meg! I heard you took Step 2 CS already. Is it as easy as they say? What should I do to prepare?

It was pretty awful, but if you learn from my experience it should be a piece of cake!

*Medical licensing exam taken after year 3 of medical school, involves role-playing with "patients" (actors). Widely regarded as a "joke" exam.
I'm sure you know to use common sense and basic etiquette...

Remember your introductions and empathy:
Hi. I'm Dr. Megan

This fake abdominal pain is killing me!
I'm sorry you're feeling that way.

wash your hands,

and don't forget your stethoscope!

It's also a good idea to research parking in Philadelphia...

My way:
X@$!*!

Alternative:
FREE P NEXT LFT

PARKING $28

PARKING $28
Lunch is provided, but you might want to pack your own...

True Story:

- burnt coffee
- spoiled milk
- moldy bread
- cold cuts
- potato salad

[Image of a person looking unhappy]

[Image of a large fungus]

[Image of two people discussing]

[Caption: "I think we should stick to packing our own lunch from now on"]
Have faith in your rudimentary doctoring abilities...

I'm gonna fail.

Might as well apply now.

Write down your password...

Homeless shelter

Friend from med school volunteer

What is it?

Your test score is available.

Log in.

No.

No.

No.

Got it!
... Honestly, 98% of people pass this test without a problem. If I can do it, you can too!

THE END